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Abstract - Proteins are crucial in the biological processes,
and their structure determines whether they can function well or
not. Since the theory presented by Anfinsen that proteins’ space
structure is entirely determined by the primary structure came
out, it is possible for us to predict the structure of proteins
through their primary structure without any experiment. In
order to reach this target, the prediction problem can be
formulated as an optimization problem that is set to find the
lowest free energy conformation. In this paper, a hybrid
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) with Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) Algorithm is used to solve this problem. Considering that
the two algorithms have complementary characteristics, we
combine them together and find out a better optimization results
through this new approach. Experimental results have
demonstrated the feasibility and effectiveness of our proposed
approaches.
Index Terms - Protein structure prediction, Artificial Bee
Colony, Particle Swarm Optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION
Protein is a most important substance in organisms’ body,
and most of the biological processes are accomplished by it.
There are two main factors that can influence the function of
protein. One is the sequence of amino acids, the other is the
folding structure. Nowadays, benefited by the research of
DNA conducted by Watson and Crick, the scientists now can
obtain the sequence of amino acids only with the help of
genetic material. However, the protein folding structure
prediction is regarded as a grand challenge and is one of the
great puzzling problems in computational biology [1].
NMR and X-ray Crystallography are the two main
experimental ways to solve this problem. But the processes
are so time consuming that the progress is far more behind
than the discovery of protein sequences. Therefore, the
prediction through computation is a necessity. In 1950s,
Anfinsen [2] proposed a theory that proteins’ folding structure
was entirely determined by the primary structure, which gives
us a possibility to solve this problem as long as we know the
sequence of the amino acids [3]. According to the laws of

thermodynamics and kinetic law, any molecule’s structure
tends to have the lowest free energy so that it can be most
stable. Therefore, the prediction problem can be converted
into an optimization problem whose goal is to find out the
lowest free energy of the protein. The corresponding protein
structure is exactly the prediction result we respected. Thus,
the computation methods can be used to solve this problem
with computer, which will save a lot of time and money.
Since the protein structure prediction can be regarded as
an optimization problem, there must be an energy function of
the protein which can properly represent the true energy
situation between component units of protein according to the
relative position. By using specific method, the energy
function can be calculated to find out the least value. Thus, the
prediction task can be accomplished.
Considering that there is a torsion angle between every
two amino acids, one specific protein must have many degrees
of freedom. Therefore, the energy function is multivariable
and multimodal. Finding its least value will be a difficult
issue. Most researchers at present tend to solve this problem
by genetic algorithm and have gained decent results. While
swarm intelligence is a new active research area [4], we
presented a hybrid Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) with Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) for solving this complex
optimization problem, and the comparative results show the
effectiveness of our proposed approach.
II. PROTEIN STRUCTURE MODEL FOR PREDICTION
Every protein molecule tends to have the lowest free
energy so that the structure is the most stable in specific
condition. Thus, we need an energy function that can truly
reflect the performance of protein and find out the least value
of the function computationally. The corresponding solution
reflects the most stable protein structure.
In this paper, we choose AB Off-Lattice Model as our
protein structure model. AB Off-Lattice Model was first
represented by Frank H. Stillinger [5] in 1993 given the HP
Lattice Model. In this model, all the amino acids are divided
into two categories: one is hydrophobic, expressed as A; the
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other one is hydrophilic, expressed as B. In addition, there are
some rules in this model. First is that the bond length between
every two amino acids is undistinguishable. Secondly, each
amino acid is simplified as a sphere in specific dimension.
Thirdly, the torsion angel of two contiguous bond ranges
from S to S in two dimensions. The presentation of the
structure in this model is shown in Fig.1 below. On the basis
of the above rules, knowing the sequence of the amino acids,
the protein structure of n amino acids is determined by

n  2 variables T2 ,..., T n1 .

Fig. 1 The presentation of the protein structure in AB Off-Lattice Model in
two dimensions

The energy function of AB Off-Lattice Model can be
defined as follows [5]:
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Using the above free energy function, when the sequence
of the amino acids is given, all of the corresponding torsion
angels are regarded as the variables of the function. The task

is to find out the optimal solution of this energy function, and
the solution can reflect the prediction results of the protein
structure. Thus, the goal of the prediction can be achieved.
III. ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY WITH PARTICLE SWARM
OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
A. Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm
Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm was first put forward by
Karaboga [6] from Turkey in 2005. It simulates the artificial
bees to find out the best nectar source with swarm
intelligence. In the ABC, every single solution reflects an
independent artificial bee, and every numerical value of the
target function is equivalent to a nectar source. The task is to
find out the best source for all the artificial bees in the
algorithm, which means to find out the least value of the target
function.
Like other swarm intelligence, the intelligence in
artificial bees depends on the cooperation with each other. The
exchange of information in artificial bee colony plays an
important role in the cooperation. This kind of exchange is
accomplished by means of waggle dance, odor and so on [7].
Just like the artificial bee colony in reality, at this algorithm,
all the artificial bees are mainly divided into two categories.
One is called employed foragers. Their job is to gather honey
from their corresponding nectar source, and to exchange
information of their source with other bees. The specific
employed foragers whose source is the best at the present will
become the ones who lead others to their source. The other
one is the unemployed foragers. They are the one who don’t
find out the suitable source by themselves. They can keep
looking for the source or follow the lead foragers to gather
honey. The source is suitable or not is decided by the fitness
value of the specific solution. The larger the fitness value, the
better the source’s quality is. That is, if we want to get the
least value of the target function, we can let fitness value be
the opposite number of the function value.
Although this algorithm is newly out forward, it has
shown its advantages compared to genetic algorithm and
particle swarm optimization algorithm. Because it does local
search and global search in every generation, which can raise
the probability of finding out the optimal solution and avoid
falling into the local optimal solution in great degree. [8]
B. Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
In 1995, an American psychologist Kennedy and an
electrical engineer Eberhart proposed a swarm intelligence
algorithm simulating the process of the birds’ foraging called
Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm [9, 10]. Similarly, in
this algorithm, the every single solution stands for an
individual. However, the individual in this kind of algorithm
is a particle without mass and volume in dimensions. The
only characteristics that determine each individual is its
location and velocity, and the location is expressed by the
solution of the function. Each solution also has a
corresponding fitness value that is related to the function
value. That is, the goal to find out the solution which has the
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best fitness value is equal to the goal to find out the best
location of those that all the particles have ever gone through.
The evolutionary equation and the comparison among the
locations that all the particles have gone through are the two
most important parts of the algorithm. For every single
particle, if the current location is better than all the locations
that it itself has ever experienced before, then the particle’s
location is replaced by the current one. And for every single
particle, if its current location is better than any other locations
that all the particles have ever experienced before, then the
current global best location is replaced by it. After the
comparison, the location and the velocity of each single
particle is changed by the following equation:
v t 1 v t  c1r1 t p t  x t  c2r2 t pg t  x t
(6)
x t 1 x t  v t 1
(7)
Where the notation t represents the iteration time, and
the notation v and x represent the velocity and the location
of the particle. The notation p and pg the notation represent
the best location of each individual and the global best
location. The notations

c1 and c2 are two constants varies

from zero to two usually. And the functions r1  U 0,1 ,

r2  U 0,1 are two independent random functions.
Because of the advantages that it has simple model and
no need for gradient information, it is easy to achieve, it has
less parameters in the algorithm and so on, PSO is widely
applied to many kinds of optimal problems [8].
C. Artificial Bee Colony with Particle Swarm Optimization
Algorithm
Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm is a newly proposed
optimization algorithm and is becoming a hot topic nowadays.
Because its high probability of avoiding the local optimal, it
can make up the disadvantage of Particle Swarm Optimization
Algorithm. Moreover, Particle Swarm Optimization
Algorithm is in easy model, which can help us to find out the
optimal solution more easily. In such circumstances, we bring
the two algorithms together so that the computation process
can possesses both of the advantages. We call it ABC-PSO.
In our combination model, we divided the colony into
two parts: one possesses the swarm intelligence of Artificial
Bee Colony; the other one has the particle swarm intelligence.
We assume that there is cooperation between the two parts. In
each iteration time, one part which finds out the better
solution will share its achievement with the other part. In
other words, the inferior solution will be replaced by the better
solution and will be substituted into the next iteration time.
The process of ABC-PSO is as follows:
Step 1. Initialization of Parameters: set the number of
individuals of the swarm; set the maximum circle-index of the
algorithm; set the search range of the solution; set the other
constants needed in both ABC and PSO.
Step 2. Initialization of the colony: firstly, generate a
colony with specific number of individuals. Then on one
hand, as a bee colony, it is divided into two categories,

employed foragers and unemployed foragers according to
each individual’s fitness value; on the other hand, as a particle
swarm, calculate the fitness value of each particle and take the
best location as the global best location. We assume that the
cyclic number is represented by iter , and iter 1 .
Step 3. In bee colony, for each employed forager, it
keeps searching other sources around it while gathering honey
from the current corresponding source. Once the new source
is better than the current, it will turn to the new one. And for
all the unemployed foragers, the number of them to follow
each employed forager is depending on the quality of the
corresponding source. That is, the better the quality of the
source, the more unemployed foragers will turn to it. The
same as the employed ones, they are keeping searching the
new sources around them and determine which one is turned
to according to the fitness value of each source. After all the
choices above have been made, the best solution is generated
in this iteration which we called it GlobalMin .
Step 4. In particle swarm, after the comparison among
the solutions that each particle has experienced and the
comparison among the solutions of all the particles have ever
experienced, the best location in this iteration will be found
out which is called Ta _ best . Then all the particles will
evolve according to the evolution equation (6) and (7).
Step 5. The minimum of the value GlobalMin and the
value Ta _ best which we call it GlobalMins is defined by
the following equation:
G lo b a lM in if G lo b a lM in d T a _ b e s t
G lo b a lM in s

T a _ b e st

if T a _ b e st d G lo b a lM in

And the value GlobalMin and the value Ta _ best will
both be equal to the value GlobalMins , and will be substituted
into next iteration iter iter  1.
Step 6. Check out that if the number of the circles is
greater than the maximum of the circle-index. If not, return to
Step 2; if it is, end the computing process and record the
value GlobalMins .
The flow chart of ABC-PSO process is also described in
Fig.2.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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In order to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of our
proposed ABC-PSO, series of experiments are conducted. The
results are showed in Fig.3-Fig.5. It is obvious that our
proposed ABC-PSO can achieve better solutions, and has a
faster convergence speed.
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Fig. 2 The flow Chart of ABC-PSO
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With ABC-PSO, we have achieved a breakthrough in
predicting the short chain proteins. The result is shown in the
following table 1.
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Fig. 5 The lowest free energy both ABC and ABC-PSO achieved of the
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Fig. 4 The lowest free energy both ABC and ABC-PSO achieved of the
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This paper has proposed a new way to the protein
secondary structure prediction, which is based on our
proposed ABC-PSO model. Because of the complementary
advantages of the two swarm intelligence algorithms, ABCPSO has shown the superiority. The corresponding results of
the experiments are also shown in this paper, which explain
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that ABC-PSO has a breakthrough in the short chain protein
structure prediction than ever before.
Our further work will focus on applying evolving ABCPSO to the long chain protein structure prediction, which is
also a challenging issue.
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